Contrast sensitivity for letter optotypes vs. gratings under conditions biased toward parvocellular and magnocellular pathways.
This study examined the extent to which letter optotypes and grating stimuli provide equivalent measures of contrast sensitivity under conditions designed to favor the magnocellular (MC) and parvocellular (PC) pathways. The contrast sensitivity functions (CSFs) of three visually normal observers were measured for Sloan letters and Gabor patches, using steady- and pulsed-pedestal paradigms to bias processing toward MC and PC pathways, respectively. CSFs for Gabor patches were low-pass for the steady-pedestal paradigm and band-pass for the pulsed-pedestal paradigm, in agreement with previous reports. However, CSFs for letters were low-pass for both testing paradigms. CSFs for letters restricted in frequency content by spatial filtering were equivalent to those for Gabor patches for both testing paradigms. Results indicate that conventional letter optotypes can provide a misleading measure of contrast sensitivity, especially under conditions emphasizing the PC pathway. The use of spatially band-pass filtered letters can provide a more appropriate evaluation of spatial contrast sensitivity while maintaining some of the potential advantages of letters.